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Insects encounter a vast repertoire of chemicals in their natural environment, which
can signal positive stimuli like the presence of a food source, a potential mate, or a
suitable oviposition site as well as negative stimuli such as competitors, predators, or
toxic substances reflecting danger. The presence of specialized chemoreceptors like
taste and olfactory receptors allows animals to detect chemicals at short and long
distances and accordingly, trigger proper behaviors toward these stimuli. Since the
first description of olfactory and taste receptors in Drosophila melanogaster 15 years
ago, our knowledge on the identity, properties, and function of specific chemoreceptors
has increased exponentially. In the last years, multidisciplinary approaches combining
genetic tools with electrophysiological techniques, behavioral recording, evolutionary
analysis, and chemical ecology studies are shedding light on our understanding on the
ecological relevance of specific chemoreceptors for the survival of Drosophila in their
natural environment. In this review we discuss the current knowledge on chemoreceptors
of both the olfactory and taste systems of the fruitfly. We focus on the relevance of
particular receptors for the detection of ecologically relevant cues such as pheromones,
food sources, and toxic compounds, and we comment on the behavioral changes that
the detection of these chemicals induce in the fly. In particular, we give an updated outlook
of the chemical communication displayed during one of the most important behaviors for
fly survival, the courtship behavior. Finally, the ecological relevance of specific chemicals
can vary depending on the niche occupied by the individual. In that regard, in this review
we also highlight the contrast between adult and larval systems and we propose that
these differences could reflect distinctive requirements depending on the change of
ecological niche occupied by Drosophila along its life cycle.
Keywords: Olfaction, taste, receptor, Drosophila, attraction, repulsion, ecological niche
Introduction
Chemoreception is defined as the physiological response to a chemical stimulus. Depend-
ing on the spatial scale, a classical division exists between olfaction and taste chemorecep-
tion. Olfaction is involved in the detection of volatile molecules coming from long distances,
while taste is a contact sense that allows detection of molecules at a short distance. Highly
volatile hydrophobic molecules can be rapidly transported by air and, once they reach the
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living organism, activate olfactory receptors. On the contrary,
hydrophilic molecules are less volatile and they most likely acti-
vate taste receptors when presented at a short distance. This def-
inition might not be suitable for aquatic environments where
solubility instead of volatility is the determinant factor for
long-distance transport of molecules (Mollo et al., 2014).
One of the favorite model organisms for the study of olfac-
tion and taste perception is the fly Drosophila melanogaster.
In the last two decades, and due to its amazing repertoire of
genetic tools, Drosophila has been at the leading front in the
discovery of chemoreceptors and chemoreceptive neuronal path-
ways that account for the behavioral responses toward ecolog-
ically relevant chemicals. Even more, the extensive work done
in Drosophila helps us to better understand the chemorecep-
tive systems of insects relevant for human’s health, such as the
mosquitos Anopheles gambiae and Aedes aegypti, dangerously
efficient vectors of malaria and Dengue hemorrhagic fever.
Flies are able to perceive relevant chemical cues present in
their food, in host plant, and those produced by conspecific.
Attractive odors and tastants in the food can induce feeding,
while toxic compounds present in food or produced by host
plants trigger avoidance. Before activating the oviposition motor
program, female flies carefully analyze the chemical composition
of the substrate. Also, conspecific chemical cues are essential for
aggregation, aggression, and courtship. All of these effects depend
on proper detection of chemical cues at the level of olfactory and
gustatory receptors present in dedicated structures.
Here we will review the extensive recent research focused on
detection of ecologically relevant chemicals in flies and its behav-
ioral consequences. Firstly, we will very briefly outline the olfac-
tory and gustatory system of fly adults and larvae, giving more
emphasis to the description of the different families of chemore-
ceptors. Secondly, we will present several examples of chemore-
ceptors involved in the detection of chemical signals that impact
on behaviors relevant for fly survival, such as feeding, toxic com-
pounds avoidance, and oviposition site and sexual partner selec-
tion. Finally, we will review and discuss the ecological relevance
of specific chemicals and chemoreceptors in the context of the
particular requirements of two stages of Drosophila life cycle, the
larva and the adult fly.
Olfactory and Gustatory Chemoreceptors
in Flies: Several Receptors Distributed in
Several Families
The olfactory organs of the adult fly are located on the third
antennal segment (also known as funiculus) and on the maxil-
lary palps, where three different types of sensilla, the basiconic,
the trichoid, and the coeloconic, harbor the olfactory sensory
neurons (OSNs) (Figure 1A). In the OSNs, olfactory receptors
directly contact their specific ligands. From the periphery, OSNs
send axonal projections to specific glomeruli in the antennal lobe,
the first olfactory relay center in the brain. In the antennal lobe,
the odor signals are processed by local interneurons and pro-
jection neurons. Local interneurons connect different glomeruli
mainly triggering later inhibition (Silbering and Galizia, 2007),
and projection neurons transmit the olfactory trace to higher
centers in the lateral horn and mushroom bodies (reviewed in
Stocker, 1994; Laissue and Vosshall, 2008). Careful anatomical
description of the olfactory system allowed building a near com-
plete map of OSN’s connectivity. OSNs expressing the same olfac-
tory receptor project into the same unique glomerulus in the
antennal lobe (Couto et al., 2005; Fishilevich and Vosshall, 2005;
Goldman et al., 2005). In addition, OSNs harbored in different
type of sensilla project into distinct regions of the antennal lobe,
highlighting the level of topographic organization of the olfactory
system (Couto et al., 2005).
In contraposition to olfactory organs, taste organs are widely
distributed in the adult body, with external gustatory centers
on the proboscis’s labellum, legs, wings, and female genitalia,
and internal taste structures in the pharynx (Figure 1A). The
labellum is the principal taste organ of the adult fly and it har-
bors two major types of sensilla, the taste bristles and taste pegs,
wherein gustatory receptors expressed in gustatory receptor neu-
rons (GRNs) directly detect tastant. In the pharynx, the labral
sense organ (LSO), the ventral and dorsal cibarial sense organs
(VCSO and DCSO), and a ventral and a dorsal row of “fish-
trap” bristles allow taste detection after ingestion (reviewed in
Stocker, 1994; Montell, 2009). From the taste organs located in
the mouth parts, proboscis, and legs, GRNs transmit directly or
through activation of interneurons the gustatory information to
the subesophageal ganglion (SOG), a dedicated taste center in
the brain (Wang et al., 2004). Some taste-like sensilla are also
present on the genitalia and on the wing margin, but their precise
role is still under investigation (Boll and Noll, 2002; Yanagawa
et al., 2014). In the SOG, axonal projections coming from differ-
ent peripheral tissues are segregated even if they contain the same
receptor (Wang et al., 2004). Even more, bitter and sugar sens-
ing neurons clearly segregate in the SOG, demonstrating that the
first gustatory relay center displays a topographic and functional
organization (Thorne et al., 2004; Wang et al., 2004).
The external chemosensory organs of the larvae are all located
in the cephalic lobe with the exception of some putative taste
organs in thoracic and abdominal segments (Dambly-chaudière
and Ghysen, 1986; Scott et al., 2001) (Figure 1B). Larval olfactory
structures are located in the dorsal organ, while external gusta-
tory structures are mainly distributed between the terminal and
ventral organs, and to a lesser extent, the dorsal organ. In addi-
tion, three internal pharyngeal organs, the dorsal, ventral, and
posterior pharyngeal sense organs (DPS, VPS, and PPS, respec-
tively) include mainly taste sensilla (Stocker, 2008). Similar to the
case of the adult gustatory system, the larval SOG shows a certain
topographic and functional organization although in the larvae
there is no complete segregation between external and internal
GRNs axonal projections (Colomb et al., 2007; Kwon et al., 2011).
The dorsal organ is composed of the central “dome” that har-
bors the dendrites of the 21 larval OSNs and a few putative taste
sensilla (Gerber and Stocker, 2007; Stocker, 2008). This small
number of OSNs contrasts with the around 1300 OSNs that are
present in adults. Despite these numeric differences, the adult and
larval olfactory pathways share the same design (Stocker, 2009).
Nonetheless, the larval olfactory system is not just a reduced ver-
sion of the adult system because some olfactory receptors are only
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FIGURE 1 | Chemoreceptors expressed in adult (A) and larval (B)
olfactory and gustatory organs. (A) Adult taste organs (magenta) are
located on the proboscis’s labellum, the tarsus and tibia of the leg, the
anterior wing margin, the female genitalia (not shown), and in internal taste
structures in the pharynx (DCSO, VCSO, and LSO). Within those taste
organs, GRs, several members of the IR family, some members of the TRP
family (Painless, TRPL and TRPA1), ppk channels (ppk11, ppk19, ppk23,
ppk25, ppk28, and ppk29), and the insect orphan receptor DmXR work as
chemoreceptors (although some of them have not been confirmed as bona
fide receptors yet). At least IR7a, IR76b in the labellum and IR11a, IR20a,
and IR100a in internal taste organs are coexpressed with IR25a. The third
antennal segment and the maxillary palps are the adult olfactory organs
(cyan) and they mainly harbor ORs and IRs, although expression of 7 GRs
(GR10b, GR22e, the CO2 receptors GR21a and GR63a, and the sugar
receptors GR5a, GR64b, and GR64f) has also been detected. Plus, GR28a,
GR28b.b, and GR28b.c show expression in maxillary palp neurons of
unknown function. IRs and GRs expressed in the arista and the sacculus and
with unknown function are also displayed in the antenna scheme. (B) In the
larva taste receptors, mainly GRs and some IRs, are localized in the terminal,
ventral, and to a lesser extent dorsal organs as well as in several internal
taste organs (DPS, PPS, and VPS). As in adults, IR11a and IR100a are
expressed in gustatory receptor neurons coexpressing IR25a. The dorsal
organ harbors ORs involved in olfactory responses. Dotted line indicates
internal or deeper structures.
expressed in the larval stage (Stocker, 2008). Evenmore, the larval
local interneurons in the antennal lobe do not keep resemblance
with their adult counterparts and in the larva they tightly connect
gustatory and olfactory centers (Thum et al., 2011).
Regarding the chemoreceptors, in flies more than 150 recep-
tors are distributed in three principal families, the gustatory
receptors (GRs), the odorant receptors (ORs), and the ionotropic
receptors (IRs). In addition, some members of the TRP family
and degenerin/epithelial sodium channel/pickpocket (ppk) chan-
nels as well as the insect orphan G-protein-coupled DmXR are
either bona fide chemoreceptors or they are tightly involved in
chemoreception in flies (Table 1).
In mammals, most chemoreceptors are classic seven-
transmembrane G-protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs) (Chan-
drashekar et al., 2006; Spehr and Munger, 2009). In insects,
GRs and ORs are also seven transmembrane domain proteins
with a no amino acid sequence homology compared to mam-
malian ORs and GRs (Vosshall et al., 1999; Clyne, 2000; Scott
et al., 2001); however, insect ORs have a topology opposite to
mammalian GPCRs, with cytoplasmic N-termini and extracel-
lular C-termini (Benton et al., 2006). A phylogenetic analysis
indicated that insect OR family is an expanded lineage within
the ancestral insect GR family (Robertson et al., 2003), high-
lighting a common evolutionary origin. In addition, insect IRs
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are ligand-gated ion channels involved in chemoreception and
they belong to the superfamily of ionotropic glutamate recep-
tors (Benton et al., 2009). Interestingly, a subgroup of IRs are
expressed in the antenna and, contrary to what is seen in most
of the ORs, they are highly conserved within insects, both in
sequence and expression pattern, suggesting that antennal IRs
might represent the ancestral olfactory receptor family in insects
(Croset et al., 2010). Below, we will describe in more detail some
characteristics of these families of chemoreceptors, separating
between those involved in olfaction and the ones dedicated to
taste perception.
Chemoreceptors and Olfactory Detection
The first family of chemoreceptors described in Drosophila was
that of odorant receptors (ORs) comprising 60 genes expressed
in subpopulations of OSNs (Clyne et al., 1999; Vosshall et al.,
1999) mainly in basiconic and trichoid sensilla. The 60 OR genes
give rise through alternative splicing to 62 proteins, and of those
expressed in the adult system some are exclusively expressed in
the antenna, and some others in the maxillary palps (Laissue and
Vosshall, 2008). In addition, 13 ORs are only detectable in olfac-
tory organs of the larvae (Couto et al., 2005; Fishilevich et al.,
2005; Kreher et al., 2005) (Figure 1 and Table 1). OR83b (also
known as ORCO) is expressed in all adult maxillary palp OSNs,
around 75% of the antennal OSNs, and in all the larval OSNs.
ORCO forms heterodimeric complexes with other OR protein
(Larsson et al., 2004; Neuhaus et al., 2005) and, with a few excep-
tions, only one pair “ORCO-conventional OR” is expressed per
OSN (Couto et al., 2005). Furthermore, ORCO’s expression is
necessary both in adults and in larvae for electrophysiological
and behavioral responses to several odorants, demonstrating that
ORCO is an essential coreceptor for all the ORs (Larsson et al.,
2004).
By using a mutant antennal neuron that lacks its endogenous
chemoreceptors (the “empty neuron” system; Dobritsa et al.,
2003), the group of Carlson performed extensive electrophys-
iological characterizations of ORs responsiveness toward rel-
evant food-derived odorants, both in the adult antenna and
the larval olfactory system (Hallem et al., 2004; Hallem and
Carlson, 2006; Kreher et al., 2008; Mathew et al., 2013). Indi-
vidual receptors range along a continuum from narrowly to
broadly tuned although, in general, reducing odor concentra-
tion reduces the number of ORs activated (Hallem and Carl-
son, 2006). In contraposition to the extensive analysis of elec-
trophysiological responses at the periphery, little is known about
the relevance of specific ORs in driving behavior. In larvae,
some odors weakly activate ORs but trigger strong behavioral
responses and, on the contrary, other odors can strongly activate
ORs but elicit weak behavioral responses (Mathew et al., 2013;
Grewal et al., 2014); this highlights that odor coding in higher-
olfactory centers is a relevant process that modulates odor-trigger
behaviors.
Drosophila olfactory responses also rely on the activity of IRs
(Benton et al., 2009). Of the 61 members of the IR family, 18 are
normally expressed in the adult antenna in coeloconic sensilla,
the sacculus, or the arista, while no expression has been described
so far in olfactory organs of the larvae (Benton et al., 2009; Croset
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et al., 2010) (Figure 1 and Table 1). In the adult olfactory sys-
tem, IRs act in combination of up to three subunits with IR8a
or IR25a and maybe other IRs serving as general coreceptors for
odor-specific IRs (Abuin et al., 2011). A comparative electrophys-
iological analysis of the two olfactory subsystems, ORs and IRs, in
the adult antenna revealed some differences in ligand specificity.
In general, IR8a+ OSNs respond to carboxylic acids and some
aldehydes, whereas IR25+ OSNs are preferentially activated by
amines, and OR+ OSNs are more dedicated to the detection of
esters, alcohols, and ketones (Silbering et al., 2011).
In addition to ORs and IRs, pioneer expression analysis indi-
cated that four gustatory receptors, GR21a, GR63a, GR10b, and
GR22e, are expressed in the adult antenna (Dunipace et al., 2001;
Scott et al., 2001), and at least GR21a and GR63a are bona
fide olfactory receptors (Jones et al., 2007; Kwon et al., 2007).
Plus, a very recent study demonstrated the expression of three
sugar GRs, GR5a, GR64a, and GR64f, in adult olfactory organs
although their function in these cells has not been determined
yet (Fujii et al., 2015) (Figure 1 and Table 1).
Chemoreceptors and Gustatory Detection
At least three families of chemoreceptors or channels are involved
in gustatory responses: GRs, IRs, and TRPs channels. Of those,
GRs were the first to be characterized as contact receptors and, up
to now, the majority of taste and pheromones receptors found in
flies belong to this extensive family of 68 members expressed dif-
ferentially in all the taste organs of the adult and the larva (Clyne,
2000; Dunipace et al., 2001; Scott et al., 2001). At least 38 GRs
are expressed in the labellum (Weiss et al., 2011) and 28 GRs in
the leg (Ling et al., 2014). A minimum of 39 GRs is present in
larval taste organs, and most of them are presumed to be bitter
receptors (Colomb et al., 2007; Kwon et al., 2011) (Figure 1 and
Table 1). In the labellum, two GRs, GR5a and GR66a, are exten-
sively expressed in non-overlapping GRNs populations. GR5a+
neurons respond to sugar and elicit feeding behavior, while bit-
ter compounds activate GR66a+ neurons and trigger avoidance
behavior (Dahanukar et al., 2001; Chyb et al., 2003; Thorne et al.,
2004; Marella et al., 2006).
In contrast to the simple heterodimers of ORs and antennal
IRs, GRs seem to act as heteromultimeric complexes. Eight GRs,
among themGR5a, are expressed in a combinatorial manner giv-
ing rise to a minimum of eight sets of sweet-sensing neurons in
adult taste organs (Fujii et al., 2015). GR66a, GR93a, and GR33a
appear to be coexpressed in most if not all bitter-sensing GRNs in
the labellum (Lee et al., 2009; Moon et al., 2009); plus, GR33a is
necessary in those GRNs for the response to all bitter compounds
tested (Moon et al., 2009). Moreover, in larvae GRs are expressed
combinatorially and up to 17 subunits could be present in a single
GRN (Kwon et al., 2011).
In addition to GRs, evidence from expression profile analy-
sis and loss of function studies point to other proteins as taste
receptors or at least as essential components for certain taste
modalities. Several IR members are expressed in taste organs
where they could act as taste receptors. Both in adults and in lar-
vae, IR25a is coexpressed with IR7a, IR11a, and IR100a in taste
organs (Croset et al., 2010). In adults, IR76b is located in L-type
sensilla in the labellum where it acts as a low-salt detector, and
additional expression is also seen in GRNs in the leg tarsi and
wing margins (Zhang et al., 2013a). Very recently, several mem-
bers of the non-antennal IRs were found in almost all the taste
organs of the adult fly (Koh et al., 2014) (Figure 1 and Table 1).
In addition, at least three members of the TRP channels, TRP1,
Painless, and TRPL are expressed in bitter neurons in the label-
lum where they are involved in detection of aversive compounds
(Al-Anzi et al., 2006; Kim et al., 2010; Zhang et al., 2013b). Also,
several ppk channels are expressed in taste neurons where they
are required for relevant taste modalities such as low-salt detec-
tion (Liu et al., 2003b) and intraspecific chemical communication
in larvae (Mast et al., 2014), andwater perception (Cameron et al.,
2010) and chemical communication during courtship in adults
(Liu et al., 2012; Lu et al., 2012; Starostina et al., 2012; Thistle
et al., 2012; Toda et al., 2012; Vijayan et al., 2014). Finally, DmXR,
a receptor homologous to metabotropic glutamate receptors that
has lost the ability to bind glutamate (Mitri et al., 2004), may also
act as a taste receptor. It is expressed in GRNs in the labellum, the
leg, and internal taste organs (LSO and VCSO) and it was origi-
nally described as a L-canavanine amino acid receptor, even if its
exact role on chemoreception is still under debate (Mitri et al.,
2009; Lee et al., 2012) (Figure 1 and Table 1).
Ecological Relevance of Specific
Chemoreceptors
Genomic comparative studies highlight the rapid evolution of
chemoreceptors both in number and identity (Robertson et al.,
2003; Croset et al., 2010). This feature led to the hypothesis
that changes at the level of chemosensory systems contribute
to the diversification of behaviors (Cande et al., 2013). Evi-
dence in favor of this hypothesis comes mainly from compar-
ative studies of closely related Drosophila species with different
behaviors, as it is the case of D. melanogaster and D. sechellia.
D. melanogaster is a generalist species that can survive in sev-
eral fruit substrates, while D. sechellia is a host-plant special-
ist. Interestingly, D. melanogaster has a complex olfactory sys-
tem that allows detection of hundreds of fruit-derived odors;
D. sechellia, on the contrary, has lost many chemoreceptors
that are not relevant for its very specialized ecology (Stensmyr
et al., 2003; Cande et al., 2013). Although a very provocative
hypothesis, it is difficult to prove that mutations in chemore-
ceptor gene loci are important driving forces behind behav-
ioral change. Nonetheless, there is no doubt that the current
chemoreceptors allow detection of ecologically relevant chem-
icals present in the fruitfly’s environment. In this section we
will discuss the ecological relevance of specific chemorecep-
tors related to behaviors such as food searching and the analy-
sis of its composition, avoidance of toxic or bitter compounds,
oviposition site selection, and the search for a sexual partner
(Table 2).
Chemoreceptors Involved in Food Sources
Searching and Food Composition Analysis
During larval stage, Drosophila individuals increase their size
in about 200 times in 4 days. Such high growth rate requires
an immense amount of energy, and to obtain it larvae have to
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eat constantly (Tennessen and Thummel, 2011). The group of
Vosshall studied the relevance of general odor detection for sur-
vival during this critical period when larvae are foraging for food.
In a situation of excess food, anosmic foraging larvae show a sur-
vival rate comparable to that of larvae with an intact olfactory
system. However, under limited food conditions or high compe-
tition, larvae need their sense of olfaction to localize a new food
source (Asahina et al., 2008). Thus, the evolutionary advantage
of an olfactory system tuned to food odors is reasonably evi-
dent. The importance of olfaction detection is also evident under
mixed-age high-density laboratory cultures when younger lar-
vae could turn toward cannibalism. In that scenario, chemosen-
sory cues released from victim’s injuries during the first attack
could be relevant to induce aggregation and further collective
cannibalistic behavior (Vijendravarma et al., 2013).
Larvae show general attraction toward a big range of odors of
varied chemical characteristics, such as acids, alcohols, ketones,
aldehydes, esters, and to a lesser extent, some terpenes and aro-
matics (Fishilevich et al., 2005; Khurana and Siddiqi, 2013).
Among these odorants, some are present in common tropi-
cal fruits where Drosophila flies are naturally found (Khurana
and Siddiqi, 2013). Interestingly, these odorants elicit stronger
attractive responses than odors produced by non-fruit substrates,
including flowers, leaves, and bark (Khurana and Siddiqi, 2013).
However, not only the chemical identity of the odorant but also
its concentration constitutes relevant information coded by the
olfactory system. Depending on the concentration, some odor-
ants could trigger responses that range from indifference to
attraction or in some cases, even repulsion (Stensmyr, 2003). The
dose-responses curves could be different even for odorants with
related chemical structure, so each odorant should be analyzed
individually (Khurana and Siddiqi, 2013). On the other hand, in
the taste system, the concentration of the tastant is also a rele-
vant cue. For example, both larvae and adult flies prefer low and
reject high concentration of salts (Miyakawa, 1981; Zhang et al.,
2013a). In this sense, the concentration of the chemical must be
taking into account when analyzing the effects on the olfaction
and taste systems.
In adult flies, food-derived odors also trigger attraction. At
long distances, the presence of vinegar, or even acetic acid alone,
is sufficient to trigger upwind flight attraction in starved flies
(Becher et al., 2010; Lebreton et al., 2012). At short distances,
fly odors together with food odors elicit attraction (Ruebenbauer
et al., 2008; Lebreton et al., 2012). Some food-derived odors acti-
vate several olfactory receptors while others target only few or just
one receptor (Hallem and Carlson, 2006). For example, OR83c
receptor is essential for the detection of farnesol, a compound
found in citrus fruit peel that triggers attraction in adult flies
(Ronderos et al., 2014). A very recent study demonstrated that
flies are attracted to antioxidants supplemented food thanks to
their detection through olfactory cues. Polyphenol antioxidants
normally present in fly food are converted by yeast into ethylphe-
nols, and these strongly activate OR71a in adults and OR94a in
larvae, leading to attraction in both stages and promoting feeding
and oviposition in adults (Dweck et al., 2015). Dietary antioxi-
dants offer protection against oxidative stress in flies (Jimenez-
Del-Rio et al., 2010), so an olfactory pathway dedicated to the
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detection of antioxidant-supplemented food may, most likely,
increase D. melanogaster fitness. In addition, IR92+ neurons
detect ammonia and several different amines and activate a spe-
cific neuronal pathway dedicated to attractive behavior (Min
et al., 2013). Interestingly, ammonia and amines are highly attrac-
tive for both flies and mosquito, although the ecological context
in which they find them is different; flies may perceive ammo-
nia and amines produced by fruit decomposition, while mosquito
are attracted to the same compounds but emanated from animal
hosts (Meijerink et al., 2001; Min et al., 2013). Anyway, in both
species, a specific receptor to ammonia and amines appears to be
important for the detection of a food source.
Another interesting case of chemoreception of ecologically
relevant signals is that of CO2 detection. CO2 is a complex signal
for the fly since it is a component of the aversiveDrosophila stress
odorant (Suh et al., 2004) and also an indicator of food source
suitability (Faucher et al., 2006). It is sensed through GR21a and
GR63a in the olfactory system and mediates avoidance behav-
ior both in adult and in larvae (Jones et al., 2007; Kwon et al.,
2007). This aversive olfactory effect is also mediated by IR64a via
the solubilization of CO2 in the antennal hemolymph leading to
the production of H+ (Ai et al., 2010). The aversive response
of atmospheric CO2 depends on life stage, sex, and olfactory
context (Faucher et al., 2006). Furthermore, adult flies also per-
ceive CO2 in solution (carbonated water) through unknown taste
receptors, and the taste of carbonated water mediates acceptance
behavior (Fischler et al., 2007). Direct orthologs of GR21a and
GR63a are present in mosquitos like A. aegypti and A. gambiae,
and these are also dedicated to CO2 perception. However, the
underlying neuronal circuits do not seem to be conserved because
in Drosophila CO2 perception triggers avoidance behavior while
in mosquitos it elicits attraction toward the host (Robertson
and Kent, 2009; McMeniman et al., 2014). Interestingly, the
“domestic” form of A. aegypti has evolved host specificity toward
humans, and the olfactory coreceptor ORCO is crucial to dis-
criminate human from non-human hosts (DeGennaro et al.,
2013). Moreover, this human preference correlates with antennal
expression of OR4a, a receptor for the human odorant sulcatone
(McBride et al., 2014).
As most animals, flies ingest sugar for nutrition purposes;
therefore the ability to taste sweet substances ensures the
ingestion of these vital compounds. In the case of the adult
D. melanogaster, contrary to the larvae, the arrangement of
chemoreceptors involved in sugar detection is complex. Several
GRs are coexpressed in the same sugar-responding neuron in
the labellum and the leg (Fujii et al., 2015). In particular, GR5a
expressed in taste neurons detects trehalose, the principal sugar
found in the insect’s hemolymph (Chyb et al., 2003), and triggers
attraction in adults (Thorne et al., 2004;Wang et al., 2004). GR5a,
GR61a, and GR64a-f mediate responses to sucrose, maltose, and
several other sugars (Dahanukar et al., 2007; Jiao et al., 2007,
2008; Slone et al., 2007; Fujii et al., 2015). GR43a is a fructose
receptor in adults but is also necessary for the detection of mul-
tiple sugars in larvae (Miyamoto et al., 2012; Mishra et al., 2013).
We will discuss in depth the possible rationales behind the com-
plexity of sugar detection in adult flies as well as the differences
with the simpler larval system in the Section Chemoreceptors
along the Life Cycle: Adult vs. Larvae Dimorphism in Receptors,
Structures, and Elicited Behaviors.
In addition to the five canonical taste modalities (sweet, bitter,
salt, sour, and umami or the taste of amino acids), flies can detect
a range of fatty acids through taste and concomitantly elicit feed-
ing behavior; this represents a clear advantage since fatty acids
are a potent energy source for animals. The chemoreceptor ded-
icated to fatty acids detection in flies remains unknown but fatty
acids tasting requires intact phospholipase C signal specifically in
sweet-sensing neurons (Masek and Keene, 2013).
Chemoreceptors Involved in Toxic/Bitter
Compounds Avoidance
Plants produce a diverse variety of unpalatable compounds as
defense mechanisms toward herbivores. These compounds are
generally sensed as bitter in the animal taste system and pro-
duce an aversive behavior that represents a clear advantage for
the plant. Flies, on their behalf, also benefit from this avoidance
behavior since many bitter compounds are not very nutritive
and are even toxic. Bellow, we will present several examples of
toxic/bitter compounds produced by plants (natural insect repel-
lents) that trigger avoidance in flies. In addition, we will also con-
sider the case of DEET, since it is the most widely used synthetic
insect repellent nowadays.
One of the first described and most studied receptor for plant
bitter compounds inDrosophila is that for caffeine. Detection and
avoidance of caffeine requires a multimeric receptor including
at least GR66a, GR33a, and GR93a subunits (Moon et al., 2006,
2009; Lee et al., 2009). Another plant bitter compound is isoth-
iocyanate, the spicy ingredient of wasabi. Isothiocyanate triggers
aversive responses in flies and this repellent behavior depend on
the TRP channel Painless (Al-Anzi et al., 2006). Interestingly,
this same channel is required for the fructose avoidance behav-
ior that occurs in the change of food attraction to aversion dur-
ing the wandering stage of larvae (Xu et al., 2008). Drosophila
flies detect and avoid citronellal, an insect repellent produced by
plants, through undescribed olfactory receptors in the antenna.
TRPA1 channel is required for this avoidance behavior, and in A.
gambiaemosquitoes the TRPA1 ortholog responds directly to cit-
ronellal (Kwon et al., 2010). Furthermore, many plants can accu-
mulate in their seeds L-canavanine, a toxic amino acid. In flies,
L-canavanine triggers strong aversion through the detection by
bitter neurons (Mitri et al., 2009). The insect orphan G-protein-
coupled DmXR was first identified as the L-canavanine receptor
in flies (Mitri et al., 2009), although a later study determined
instead GR8a and GR66a to be the chemoreceptors responsible
for L-canavanine detection (Lee et al., 2012).
Natural insect repellents are also produced by harmful
microorganisms such as Penicillium fungal molds and Strep-
tomyces soil bacteria. Thanks to the specific olfactory recep-
tor OR56a, flies can detect in the food very small quantities of
geosmin, an indicator of contamination with these toxic microor-
ganisms, and avoid the contact with toxic substrates. Through
the activation of a dedicated olfactory pathway, geosmin triggers
a strong aversive response that includes, oviposition and feed-
ing avoidance, negative taxis, and decreases the attraction toward
food odors (Stensmyr et al., 2012).
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Although unpleasant, not all of these compounds produced by
plants are actually toxic for the flies. An interesting example is the
case of camphor, an unpalatable but nontoxic tastant that triggers
aversion in adult flies. Very recently, it was demonstrated that
pre-exposure to a camphor-rich diet attenuates camphor rejec-
tion through reduction of the TRPL receptor expression in the
proboscis. In this sense, such desensitization mechanism reduces
an unnecessary avoidance of a bitter but non-toxic compound,
and this allows the use of camphor rich medium as a nutritional
source in the absence of more appealing food sources. Interest-
ingly, when returned to a camphor-free medium flies restore the
strong rejection to camphor, suggesting that taste biases could be
regulated depending on the quality of available food (Zhang et al.,
2013b).
In addition to repulsive chemicals produced by plants, syn-
thetic compounds can also trigger avoidance in flies. In the last
50 years, DEET has been the most widely used synthetic insect
repellent. Although it proved to be effective in the control of
several insect pests, its mechanisms of action are still under
debate. In flies, DEET is detected by GR32a, GR33a, GR66a,
and possibly other receptors expressed in GRNs, which mediate
the antifeedant effects of the insect repellent (Lee et al., 2010).
In addition, DEET inhibits odor-evoked activation of a subset
of insect ORs, thereby inhibiting the perception of food odors
(Ditzen et al., 2008). In the mosquito A. aegypti, DEET acts as an
insect repellent at long distances through the activation of ORs.
The olfactory detection of DEET not only triggers an immediate
aversive response but can also form a short-term aversive mem-
ory. Thus, relevant odorants can induce plastic changes in the
system, allowing flies to learn to avoid specific substrates (Das
et al., 2014).
Finally, sour taste, evoked by low pH and carboxylic acids,
is also generally associated with harmful conditions and trig-
gers avoidance. Adult flies generally prefer slightly acid medi-
ums while they reject extremely acid foods (Fuyama, 1976; Ai
et al., 2010). While the detection of specific carboxylic acids
seems complex and still under debate (see Section Chemore-
ceptors along the Life Cycle: Adult vs. Larvae Dimorphism in
Receptors, Structures, and Elicited Behaviors), adult flies have a
simple system to detect protons. IR64 acting together with IR8a
form an olfactory receptor to sense acidity in the antenna. The
olfactory detection of low pH solutions by the complex IR64a-
IR8a activates a dedicated neuronal circuit that leads to avoidance
behavior (Ai et al., 2010, 2013).
Chemoreceptors Involved in Oviposition Site
Selection
In order to select the proper oviposition site, female flies evalu-
ate the composition of the medium through gustatory receptors
present in their ovipositor and proboscis (Yang et al., 2008) as
well as olfactory receptors in the antenna (Stensmyr et al., 2012;
Dweck et al., 2013). It is believed that in this search, females
have to evaluate, according to the presence and concentration
of specific chemicals, if larvae will be able to survive or not in
this medium. Small quantities of geosmin, an indicator of the
presence of harmful microorganisms in a substrate, are detected
by OR56a and are sufficient to repel flies from lying eggs on
this medium (Stensmyr et al., 2012). In the absence of harmful
microorganisms, other chemicals can also prevent fly egg-laying.
For instance, Drosophila females avoid egg laying in substrates
with high sugar concentration, although this decision seems to
be highly context dependent (Yang et al., 2008; Schwartz et al.,
2012).
The presence of particular chemicals in the substrate can
induce oviposition in flies. In this regard, the case of acetic acid is
an interesting example. Although both females and males avoid
5% acetic acid solutions (i.e., the concentration present in vine-
gar), females choose acetic acid supplemented mediums to lay
their eggs. The positional avoidance appears to be mediated by
olfactory receptors present in the antenna, while the attraction to
oviposit depends on gustatory perception (Joseph et al., 2009).
In addition, it has been recently demonstrated that terpenes
produced by citrus peels, in particular limonene, stimulate ovipo-
sition in Drosophila through the activation of the OR19a recep-
tor. Interestingly, wasps which parasite Drosophila show a strong
aversion to these same terpenes, suggesting that oviposition pref-
erence on citrus substrate could confer protection against these
endoparasitoids (Dweck et al., 2013).
The presence of dedicated olfactory receptors to detect
geosmin and limonene allows flies to avoid to oviposit in harmful
substrates while promoting oviposition in citrus substrates that
will guarantee the absence of wasps parasites. This confers a clear
adaptive advantage for Drosophila flies, and it suggests an adap-
tation of the olfactory system to the different substrates present
in their natural environment. In contraposition, it remains still
unclear why flies prefer to lay eggs in low sugar or acetic acid
complemented medium, although some hypotheses have been
formulated (Parsons, 1980; Joseph et al., 2009; Schwartz et al.,
2012).
Chemoreceptors Involved in Sexual Behavior
Male courtship is a complex and relatively stereotyped behavior
that compromises multimodal sensory signals. Males use visual
cues to orientate and chase the female, produce auditory signals
(known as the “mate song”) by wing vibrations, and emit, and
perceive through dedicated olfactory and gustatory receptors,
many chemical cues (Ziegler et al., 2013). These chemical cues are
principally sexual pheromones (Gomez-Diaz and Benton, 2013)
although recently it has been demonstrated that food-derived
odors can modulate courtship as well (Grosjean et al., 2011).
Members of ppk (Liu et al., 2012; Lu et al., 2012; Thistle et al.,
2012; Toda et al., 2012; Vijayan et al., 2014), OR (Kurtovic et al.,
2007; Van der Goes van Naters and Carlson, 2007; Wang et al.,
2011), IR (Koh et al., 2014), and GR (Bray and Amrein, 2003;
Miyamoto and Amrein, 2008; Moon et al., 2009; Koganezawa
et al., 2010) receptor families have been identified or proposed as
sexual pheromones receptors; plus, IR84 is involved in the food-
odor-mediated modulation of courtship (Grosjean et al., 2011).
In the last few years important advances have been made on the
field of chemoreception in sexual behavior, hence in the next
section we will present an updated view of the relevance of spe-
cific pheromone and food odor receptors involved in courtship.
In addition, in the context of chemoreceptors implicated in
sexual behavior, we will introduce several examples of sexual
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dimorphism in olfactory and gustatory circuits in Drosophila.
Although we do not intend to go into detail on the differences
between male and female chemosensory structures, we hope
these examples will serve to illustrate how flies achieve sexual
dimorphic behaviors in response to aphrodisiac/anti-aphrodisiac
stimuli. Readers interested on sexual dimorphism in Drosophila
could revise the bibliography proposed in the next section, of
which the review of Yamamoto and Koganezawa (2013) is highly
recommendable.
Chemoreceptors and Sexual Behavior:
Relevance of Pheromone and Food Odor
Receptors
OSNs expressing either OR67d, OR47b, or IR84 are the only
three OSNs that express a sex-specific transcript of the gene fruit-
less (FruM) (Stockinger et al., 2005; Grosjean et al., 2011), and
this suggests their involvement in sex-specific behaviors such as
courtship. These OSNs project respectively to DA1, VA1v, and
VL2a glomeruli, which are significantly larger in males. From
these glomeruli, Fru+ projection neurons connect with the lat-
eral horn (Kondoh et al., 2003; Stockinger et al., 2005; Grosjean
et al., 2011). Regarding taste structures, males harbor more gus-
tatory receptors in their legs compared to females, and sex deter-
mination factors like fruitless and doublesex are responsible for
sexually dimorphic axonal pattern in these sensory neurons (Pos-
sidente and Murphey, 1989; Mellert et al., 2012; Yamamoto and
Koganezawa, 2013; Koh et al., 2014) (Figure 2A). Fru+ gusta-
tory neurons are present mainly in the dorsal labellum and fore-
leg tarsi (Stockinger et al., 2005). With the exception of IR84a
that has been confirmed to respond to food odors (Grosjean
et al., 2011), the rest of these sexually dimorphic receptors are
annotated or predicted to detect sexual pheromones.
A sexual pheromone is defined as a chemical signal produced
by the organism involved in the control of sexual behaviors.
In Drosophila, the principal known sexual pheromones are the
volatile cis-vaccenyl acetate (cVA) and the cuticular hydrocar-
bons 7-tricosene (7-T), 7,11-heptacosadiene (7,11-HD), and 7,11
nonacosadiene (7,11-ND). Briefly, cVA and 7-T are produced by
males and they act as anti-aphrodisiac for other males (although
cVA has several additional roles; see below) while 7,11-HD and
7,11-ND are female pheromones that promote courtship (Fer-
nández and Kravitz, 2013; Gomez-Diaz and Benton, 2013). Any-
how, more recent and highly sensible methods of detection have
demonstrated that all of these four pheromones are present in
virgin socially naïve individuals of both sexes but in different
quantities (Yew et al., 2009). cVA produced and stored in the
ejaculatory bulb of males (Butterworth, 1969; Brieger and Butter-
worth, 1970) is transferred to females during copulation (Butter-
worth, 1969; Ejima et al., 2007). Together with cVA, an acetylated
hydrocarbon named CH503 is also transferred to females during
copulation leading to a prolonged inhibition of male courtship
acting through an unknown sensory receptor (Yew et al., 2009)
(Figures 2B–D and Table 2).
In males, cVA acts as an anti-aphrodisiac that reduces
courtship toward mated females or other males. cVA also
modulates male-male aggression while increasing receptivity in
females (Jallon, 1984; Ejima et al., 2007; Kurtovic et al., 2007;
Wang and Anderson, 2010; Liu et al., 2011). At long ranges, cVA
is described to function as an aggregation factor for males and
females (Bartelt et al., 1985). Electrophysiological studies demon-
strated that cVA is sensed through OSNs expressing OR67d and
to a lesser extent, OR65a (Ha and Smith, 2006; Kurtovic et al.,
2007; Van der Goes van Naters and Carlson, 2007). Although
some discrepancies have been observed in different studies, the
role of cVA on sexual behaviors seems to be mediated by OR67d
activation (Ejima et al., 2007; Kurtovic et al., 2007). While acute
promotion of aggression depends on OR67d, chronic exposure
to cVA reduces aggression through OR65a activation (Wang and
Anderson, 2010; Liu et al., 2011). Interestingly, both females and
males express OR67d and OR65a, and these receptors respond
equally to cVA in both sexes (Kurtovic et al., 2007; Van der
Goes van Naters and Carlson, 2007). However, the neuronal cir-
cuit underlying OR67d is sexually dimorphic and, consequently,
different neuronal cluster are activated in males and females
(Datta et al., 2008; Ruta et al., 2010; Kohl et al., 2013). This sex-
ual dimorphism in the neuronal circuit downstream of OR67d
could be responsible for the different behaviors elicited by cVA in
both sexes. In addition to the activation of OR67d and OR65a
by cVA, uncharacterized fly odors activate OR47b and OR88a
both in males and females, suggesting the presence of other
volatile pheromones (Van der Goes van Naters and Carlson,
2007) (Figures 2B–D and Table 2).
7-T is a male hydrocarbon that inhibits courtship in other
males (Antony and Jallon, 1982; Lacaille et al., 2007) and pro-
motes male-male aggression by acting in the same neuronal path-
way as cVA (Wang et al., 2011). Several receptors have been
proposed for 7-T, in particular GR32a and GR33a (Miyamoto
and Amrein, 2008; Moon et al., 2009). Males lacking GR32a dis-
play high courtship toward males and mated females, suggesting
that GR32a could sense an anti-aphrodisiac signal produced by
males and transferred to females during courtship (Miyamoto
and Amrein, 2008) (Figures 2B–D). Moreover, GR32a prevents
males to court with individuals from other species, contribut-
ing to the isolation barrier within the Drosophila genus (Fan
et al., 2013) (Figure 2E). GR32a is present in the labellum and
in the leg, but only in the leg GR32+ GRNs are surrounded
by cells expressing OBP57, an odorant-binding protein impli-
cated in the carrying of pheromones (Koganezawa et al., 2010).
Although no sexual dimorphism is observed in GR32a sensory
neurons, they seem to contact Fru+ neurons in the SOG that
display sexually dimorphic dendritic arbors (Koganezawa et al.,
2010; Fan et al., 2013) (Figure 2A). It would be interesting to
study if these differences in the dendritic arbor determine dif-
ferent postsynaptic neuronal clusters that could activate differ-
ent motor programs in males and females in response to GR32a
activation. At the same time, GR33a, a key receptor in the detec-
tion of several aversive compounds, is also required to inhibit
male-male courtship (Moon et al., 2009) and it is essential for
the male preference for younger virgin females (Hu et al., 2015).
GR33a and GR32a seem to be expressed in the same GRNs in
the leg, suggesting that they might be part of the same het-
erodimeric receptor (Moon et al., 2009). In addition, 7-T appears
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FIGURE 2 | Chemoreceptors involved in sexual behavior. (A) Sexual
dimorphism in chemoreceptor’s expression and in neuronal morphology of
the chemosensory system of the leg. Male legs express more ppk23+,
ppk25+, ppk29+ FruM+, and IR52a+, IR52c-IR52d+ sensory neurons than
female legs. In males, axons of ppk23+ neurons cross the ventral nerve cord
midline in the thoracic ganglion (TG), whereas female axons do not. GR68a is
only expressed in male legs, while GR32a and GR33a are expressed in the
same number of leg sensory neurons in both sexes. Sexual dimorphism is
observed in the dendritic arbor of the GR32a postsynaptic neurons
expressing Fru in the SOG. (B–F) Illustrations of olfactory and gustatory cues
(sexual pheromones or food odors) and the chemoreceptors involved in
sexual behavior during an encounter between a virgin female and a male (B),
a mated female and a male (C), a male and another male (D), and
interspecific heterosexual encounters (E,F). (B) Female hydrocarbons 7,11
HD and 7,11 ND activate most likely IR52c-IR52d, GR68a, GR39a, and the
complex ppk23-ppk25-ppk29 in the male leg, and this induce courtship.
Undetermined fly odors activate OR47b and OR88a, and at least the
activation of OR47b leads to increase courtship in males. cVA produced by
males stimulates OR67d receptors in female antenna and increase female
receptivity. In addition to the signals produced by flies, food odors, in
particular phenylacetic acid and phenylacetaldehyde, activate IR84a and
promote courtship in males. (C) During courtship, males temporarily pass
some 7-T hydrocarbon on to females, and cVA and CH503 are transferred
from males to females during mating. 7-T deposited on courted females
apparently activates GR32a-GR33a and ppk23-ppk29+ neurons in the male
leg and concomitantly reduces courtship by other males. cVA transferred to
mated females activates OR67d and presumably OR65a in the male
antenna, and probably ppk23-ppk29+ neurons in the male leg, leading to
courtship inhibition. CH503 acts through unknown receptors and also leads
to a reduction of courtship. (D) In a male-male encounter, cVA and 7-T inhibit
homosexual courtship acting through OR67d, OR65a in the antenna and
presumably ppk23-ppk29, GR32a-GR33a complexes in the leg. The
courtship-promoting signal that follows the activation of OR47b by fly odors
is inhibited by 7-T. Food odors activate IR84a and promote male-male
courtship. To simplify, only the signals emitted by one of the males are shown
in the drawing but the reciprocal ones are also present in the encounter. (E)
Unidentified cuticular hydrocarbons of females of other Drosophila species
(D. simulans, D. yakuba, and D. virilis) are most likely sensed by
GR32a-Gr33a in D. melanogaster males and this prevents interspecific
courtship. (F) The female hydrocarbons 7,11 HD and 7,11 ND act through
unknown chemoreceptors in males of other Drosophila species (D. simulans,
D. yakuba, and D. erecta) and inhibit courtship. In panels (B–F), pink stands
for female, blue, male, and green, male or female of another Drosophila
species. In the boxes, a full-lined frame indicates that the protein is a bona
fide chemoreceptor, while a dotted-line means that there is still no clear
demonstration of the protein’s role as chemoreceptor.
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to inhibit a male-male courtship-promoting-signaling pathway
that is OR47b dependent (Wang et al., 2011) (Figures 2B–E and
Table 2).
The production of 7,11 HD in females serves as an aphro-
disiac for males of the same species (Antony and Jallon, 1982;
Antony et al., 1985) and acts as a barrier to prevent interspecific
courtship (Billeter et al., 2009). Males sense female pheromones,
probably 7,11-HD, through GR68a expressed in their forelegs
(Figures 2B,F and Table 2). GR68a is exclusively expressed in
male forelegs (Figure 2A), and its expression depends on the
sex determination factor doublesex (Bray and Amrein, 2003). In
addition, GR39amay also be involved in female pheromones per-
ception since male mutants for GR39a display reduced courtship
toward wild-type females (Watanabe et al., 2011).
In the last few years, several studies have demonstrated the
relevance of ppk channels, notably ppk23, ppk25, and ppk29, in
sexual behavior. These 3 channels are expressed in Fru+ gustatory
neurons of both sexes although males have around double the
amount of ppk+ cells in the leg compared to females (Liu et al.,
2012; Lu et al., 2012; Vijayan et al., 2014) (Figure 2A). Different
subpopulations of ppk23+-FruM+ neurons in the leg respond
to male and female pheromones, and both ppk23 and ppk29
are required for the pheromone-evoked effects on courtship (Lu
et al., 2012; Thistle et al., 2012; Toda et al., 2012). Those respond-
ing to female pheromones express also ppk25, and this channel is
necessary for the 7,11-HD effects of promoting courtship toward
virgin females as well as for the stimulation of courtship by
pheromones present on immature males and for normal female
receptivity (Vijayan et al., 2014) (Figures 2B–D and Table 2).
ppk25 is also expressed in olfactory neurons, but this expres-
sion is not relevant for courtship control (Starostina et al., 2012).
Interestingly, similar responses at the level of ppk+ cells activa-
tion in response to male and female compounds were observed in
both sexes (Thistle et al., 2012; Vijayan et al., 2014). This suggests,
once again, that sexual dimorphism downstream of the activa-
tion of receptor neurons might be responsible for the different
behaviors triggered in male and females in response to sexual
pheromones. In effect, at least ppk23+ neurons display sexually
dimorphic axonal projections, although the physiological con-
sequences of this sexual dimorphism have not been studied (Lu
et al., 2012; Thistle et al., 2012) (Figure 2A).
The studies presented here demonstrate the relevance of
ppk23, ppk25, and ppk29 channels in sexual behavior, but a clear
demonstration of their role as chemoreceptors is still lacking.
Attempts to prove the direct requirement of ppk23 and ppk29 as
pheromone receptors failed, suggesting that additional subunits
may be required (Thistle et al., 2012). Consistent with this idea
is the fact that ppk29 (also known as NOPE) forms a complex
with ppk25 (Liu et al., 2012). Alternatively, ppk channels could be
playing a fundamental role on pheromone-evoked responses, not
as direct receptors but as a unique cellular component of gusta-
tory neurons expressing a yet unknown chemoreceptor (Pikielny,
2012). Strikingly, a recent study demonstrated that ppk23 and
ppk29 are also essential for the detection of a novel aggrega-
tion pheromone in D. melanogaster larvae, the (Z)-5 and (Z)-7-
tetradecenoic acid (Mast et al., 2014). In this study the authors
clearly demonstrate the relevance of ppk23 and ppk29 in the
detection of the aggregation pheromone but, again, no direct
proof of their role as chemoreceptors has been provided. Taking
into account that ppk23-ppk29 are essential for the detection of
signals of very different structure (long-chain fatty acids in the
case of larval aggregation and hydrocarbons in the case of sexual
behavior), it seems more reasonable that they don’t act as direct
chemoreceptors. Anyhow, more suitable experiments like anal-
ysis of response to pheromones using in vitro or in vivo ectopic
expression of these proteins will help to clarify this matter.
In addition to ORs, GRs, and ppk channels, IRs play a rel-
evant role in the control of sexual behaviors in Drosophila.
IR52a, IR52c, and IR52d are present in the foreleg of both sexes
although they are expressed in more cells in males (Figure 2A).
IR52c and IR52d show complete, or nearly complete, coexpres-
sion in the foreleg suggesting that they are part of the same
complex. IR52c+ neurons are activated by female compounds
and form putative synapses with Fru+ neurons in the protho-
racic ganglia. Interestingly, ectopic activation of IR52c+ neurons
increase courtship while mutants lacking IR52c and IR52d dis-
play reduced courtship behavior and higher latency to copulate,
suggesting a possible role on sexual pheromone detection (Koh
et al., 2014) (Figure 2B and Table 2).
Last but not least, food odors, notably phenylacetaldehyde
and phenylacetic acid, can also promote male courtship through
IR84a-FruM+ OSNs. The VL2a FruM+ glomerulus is activated
downstream of IR84a+ OSNs, and from this glomerulus, pro-
jection neurons send olfactory information to a pheromone-
processing region of the lateral horn (Grosjean et al., 2011)
(Figures 2B,D and Table 2). In this regard, we now understand
that not only sexual pheromones but also compounds present in
the environment, at least in the fly food, directly modulate sexual
behavior in Drosophila, highlighting the impact of external cues
in a key behavior for species survival.
Chemoreceptors along the Life Cycle:
Adult vs. Larvae Dimorphism in Receptors,
Structures, and Elicited Behaviors
When we compare a Drosophila larva with an adult, differences
become much more obvious than similarities. Although shar-
ing the same genome and developmental program, the larval
and adult stages of holometabolous insects contrast strikingly in
regards to general anatomy, behaviors displayed, and lifestyles or
niches occupied. In the nervous system, the differences between
larvae and adults rise as a consequence of the extensive apoptosis
and neuronal remodeling occurring during the metamorphosis
(Truman, 1990). The case of chemoreceptive structures is not an
exception. The external taste organs of the larva, the terminal
and ventral organs, undergo apoptosis during the metamorpho-
sis and are then completely replaced by adult structures. While
the main olfactory organ, the dorsal organ, does not disappear
during metamorphosis, the olfactory system undergoes critical
neuronal changes, e.g., neuronal migration, proliferation, and
development of progenitor cells, dendritic pruning and exten-
sion, and axonal remodeling, among other processes (Gerber and
Stocker, 2007; Rodrigues and Hummel, 2008). In this regard,
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taking into account the extensive remodeling of the chemorecep-
tive structures along the life cycle of the fly, it does not come as a
surprise that larvae and adults can trigger very different behaviors
in response to the same stimuli or that they may even use differ-
ent receptors to detect the same compounds. Nonetheless, one
can still wonder why invest so much energy in developing two
strikingly different chemoreception systems in such a short time.
Are these differences a consequence of developmental constrains
or do they reflect an adaptation to different niches occupied along
the life? Below, we will present the cases of sugar, carboxylic acid,
and salt detection in adult and larvae as interesting examples of
stage-specific chemoreceptors involved in the responses to eco-
logically relevant compounds. We will further discuss how these
differences in the system and the behavior could be interpreted in
the context of stage-specific needs.
Sugar detection is an interesting example of the differences
between larval and adult taste systems. In adults, responses to
common sugars, like glucose, sucrose, and maltose, may include
up to eight gustatory receptors, i.e., GR5a, GR61a, and GR64a-f
(Dahanukar et al., 2007; Jiao et al., 2007, 2008; Slone et al., 2007;
Fujii et al., 2015). Fructose is detected by GR43a, a narrowly
tuned receptor expressed in taste organs as well as in the cen-
tral nervous system (Table 2 and Figure 3A). After a sugar-rich
diet, the levels of glucose and trehalose in hemolymph do not
increase significantly while fructose levels increase between 3 and
10 times. In line with this, GR43a located in the brain acts as a
nutrient sensor, assessing the levels of fructose in the hemolymph
(Miyamoto et al., 2012). Even though larvae detect and behav-
iorally respond to sugar, none of the sweet receptors GR5a,
GR61a, and GR64a-f are expressed in this stage (Kwon et al.,
2011). Alternatively, larvae only express GR43a in internal taste
neurons and in the brain. Larvae display an immediate attraction
to fructose and sucrose (disaccharide of fructose and glucose) and
a delayed preference toward glucose and trehalose (disaccharide
of glucose). Surprisingly, all of these attractive responses depend
on GR43a; fructose’s attraction depends on GR43a expressed in
internal taste neurons while glucose’s attraction requires GR43a
in the brain (Mishra et al., 2013). These differences in dynam-
ics and receptor localization, suggest that larvae sense fructose
or fructose-containing disaccharides directly on internal pharyn-
geal taste neurons while detection of non-fructose sugars relies on
their conversion to fructose post-ingestion, elevation of fructose
FIGURE 3 | Adult vs. larvae dimorphism. (A) Sugar detection
mechanisms in adult and Drosophila larvae. In adults, glucose, sucrose, and
other common sugars are sensed in the periphery by GR5a, GR61a, and
GR64a-f, while fructose activates specifically GR43a in the labellum, legs,
internal taste organs, and in the brain. GR43a located in the brain acts as a
nutrient sensor, assessing the levels of fructose in the hemolymph. In larvae,
only GR43a is expressed. This sugar receptor is present in internal taste
organs where it is responsible for fructose or fructose-containing
disaccharides detection in the feeding medium, and in the brain where it
assesses internal fructose levels. Non-fructose sugars are not detected in the
periphery, their detection depends on their internal conversion to fructose
and subsequent sensing of internal fructose levels by GR43a in the brain.
(B). Carboxylic acid (-COOHs) perception. Rotten fruits present moderate
concentrations of different carboxylic acids product of yeast and bacteria
fermentation. The presence of these carboxylic acids induces oviposition
and, at the same time, triggers positional avoidance in adults. On the
contrary, larvae are attracted by carboxylic acid rich media. The
chemoreceptors implied in these responses are still not well defined, but at
least in adults, IRs, ORs, and the H+ sensor IR64a in the olfactory system
and unknown taste receptors (TR) are responsible for carboxylic acid
perception. (C) Salt detection in adult and Drosophila larva. Both adults and
larvae are attracted to low salt and repulsed by high-salt solutions. In adults,
IR76b is a Na+-permeable channel essential for low-salt responses; plus,
ppk11 and ppk19 might be involved in the attraction toward low-salt
solutions. IR76b is expressed in a subset of GRNs, which respond strongly
to low salt, while a different subpopulation of GRNs is strongly activated by
high-salt solutions. In larvae, ppk11 and ppk19 are most likely the taste
receptors responsible for attractive responses to low-salt concentrations.
The chemoreceptors for high-salt solutions remain unknown, but ppk11 and
ppk19 may contribute to the responses. At least in larvae, the cytoplasmic
protein SANO expressed in bitter neurons is essential for the behavioral
aversion to high-salt concentrations. The thick green arrows indicate strong
activation while the thin ones, weak activation. In the boxes, a full-lined frame
indicates that the protein is a bona fide chemoreceptor, while a dotted-line
means that there is still no clear demonstration of the protein’s role as
chemoreceptor.
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levels in the hemolymph, and subsequent sensing in the brain
(Mishra et al., 2013) (Table 2 and Figure 3A). This apparently
inefficient sugar sensing setup provides a simple system that sat-
isfies the larval needs. In order to grow, larvae need to constantly
incorporate nutrients and, since their mobility is reduced, look-
ing for the perfect sugar-source could result in great energy costs.
It is the adult female fly who carefully analyzes the composi-
tion of the medium before choosing an oviposition site and, in
doing so, it seems to look for a suitable substrate that will provide
with the minimal nutritional requirements for the larvae to grow
(Joseph et al., 2009; Schwartz et al., 2012). In addition, fructose
and sucrose are present inmost fruits, suggesting that having only
a rapid fructose detection system may be sufficient on most eco-
logically relevant substrates. In this sense, larvae generally don’t
need to search for sugars but they can simply start eating and then
evaluate the nutritional content by fast activation of pharyngeal
receptors or slower activation of brain receptors. Adult flies, on
the contrary, display more complex behaviors that involve the
exploration of more heterogeneous environments. In these new
environments, flies not only need to evaluate the substrates for
the presence of sugars but also the quality of those sugars, since
non-fructose sugars may be present in higher proportion. In this
sense, a more complex taste system allowing rapid detection of a
huge variety of sugars appears as a more suitable setup than the
simple version of the larvae.
Another interesting example of chemoreception dimorphism
in the fly’s life cycle is the case of carboxylic acids perception.
While adult flies are strongly repulsed by acidity or high car-
boxylic acid concentrations (Fuyama, 1976; Ai et al., 2010), larvae
display clear attraction (Monte et al., 1989; Kreher et al., 2008;
Khurana and Siddiqi, 2013). The chemoreceptors relevant for the
attractive responses in larvae have not been identified yet, and
only weak activation of some ORs in response to carboxylic acids
has been observed (Kreher et al., 2005, 2008). In the case of adults,
carboxylic acids are detected through olfaction and taste. In the
olfactory system, protons are directly detected by the complex
IR64-IR8a (Ai et al., 2010, 2013), and different carboxylic acids
trigger strong electrophysiological responses in IR8a+ neurons
and mild responses in OR neurons (Hallem and Carlson, 2006;
Abuin et al., 2011; Silbering et al., 2011). Nevertheless, efforts to
elucidate the role of IR8a on carboxylic acid-triggered behavioral
avoidance produced contradictory results (Silbering et al., 2011;
Ai et al., 2013). In the gustatory system, it was recently shown
that high concentrations of carboxylic acids activate a subset of
bitter neurons while they inhibit the activity of sweet neurons
(Charlu et al., 2013). At the same time, another study demon-
strated that carboxylic acids suppress bitter neuron activity when
presented in dietary relevant concentrations (Chen and Amrein,
2014). Interestingly, normally aversive bitter/sugar mixtures are
rendered more appealing with the addition of moderate concen-
trations of carboxylic acids (Chen and Amrein, 2014). The iden-
tity of the carboxylic acid receptors in the taste organ has not been
revealed yet, but they seem to be different from the H+ sensor
IR64a and the bitter receptors GR33a and Painless (Charlu et al.,
2013) (Table 2 and Figure 3B).
Several carboxylic acids are normally present in fly food as fer-
mentation products of yeast and bacteria (Bridges and Mattice,
1939; Idstein et al., 1985; Moat et al., 2002) so, in addition to
a simple pH indicator, detection of high concentration of car-
boxylic acids may serve also as indication of rotten fruit and
of the presence of yeasts. This would be important because a
previously processed substrate such as rotten fruit could be eas-
ier for larvae to feed on; plus, yeasts are the typical source of
important nutrients for the larvae, such as proteins and some
carbohydrates (Lee et al., 2008; Schwarz et al., 2014). On the
other hand, extremely acid solutions are very toxic for adult flies
and can result in high mortality in the population (Chakir et al.,
1993). The resistance to high concentration of carboxylic acids
observed in larvae could represent a tolerance product of the
long exposure to low pH media. Consistent with this idea is the
fact that female flies normally lay eggs in rotting fruit (Atkin-
son and Shorrocks, 1977; Markow, 1988), suggesting that lar-
vae are exposed to low pH media throughout their development
(Figure 3B). In adults, tolerance to high acetic acid concentra-
tions has already been described for a geographic population.
Although still unclear, this increased tolerance could be a con-
sequence of a more efficient detoxification system (Chakir et al.,
1993). It would be interesting to test if larvae also have a more
efficient detoxification system that allows them to tolerate long
exposures to high concentrations of carboxylic acids present in
their environment.
Animals in general present bimodal responses to salts: low
concentrations of salt trigger attraction while high concentra-
tions, repulsion. This feature reflects the dual effect of salt in
the organism: moderate levels of salt are necessary to control
electrolyte homeostasis, neuronal activity, and muscle contrac-
tion while high levels have deleterious effects as dehydration and
hypertension (Liman et al., 2014). InDrosophila, larvae and adult
also display the same bimodal responses to salts (Miyakawa, 1981;
Balakrishnan and Rodrigues, 1991) but they detect salt apparently
through different mechanisms. Attractive responses to low-salt
concentrations in larvae require the ENac channels ppk11 and
ppk19 (Liu et al., 2003b) in taste neurons. Interestingly, ENac
channels are also involved in the low-salt responses in mam-
mals (Chandrashekar et al., 2010), albeit there is no consistent
proof that ppk11 and ppk19 in fly larvae or ENac channels in
mammals are direct receptors for low-salt solutions (Liu et al.,
2003b; Chandrashekar et al., 2010). In adult flies, a recent paper
described IR76b as a Na+-permeable channel essential for low-
salt responses. Furthermore, the authors have clearly demon-
strated the existence of two populations of GRNs, one displaying
a stronger response to high-salt concentrations and the other
one, expressing IR76b, displaying a stronger response to low-
salt concentrations. IR76b+ taste neurons constitute a new class
of GRN specifically tuned to low-salt detection (Zhang et al.,
2013a). Interestingly, IR76b is also present in some adult anten-
nal coeloconic OSNs where it might act as a coreceptor (Silbering
et al., 2011). In addition to IR76b, ppk11 and ppk19 might also
play a role in low-salt detection in adults (Liu et al., 2003b).
Coimmunostaining analysis would help to elucidate if ppk11,
ppk19, and IR76b are all part of the same detection system or
if they constitute two parallel pathways. Moreover, future experi-
ments should analyze whether IR76b is also required in larvae for
low-salt detection (Table 2 and Figure 3C).
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Regarding high-salt detection, the receptors are still elusive,
but ppk11 and ppk19 may contribute to the aversive responses
in both adults and larvae (Liu et al., 2003b; Alves et al., 2014).
A recent study identified Serrano (SANO), a cytoplasmic pro-
tein expressed in bitter neurons, as an essential molecule for the
behavioral aversion to high-salt concentrations in larvae. More-
over, inactivation of SANO+ bitter neurons triggers an attractive
response to high-salt concentrations in larvae (Alves et al., 2014).
This strongly suggests that, as it is the case in adults, two neuronal
groups are simultaneously activated in response to both low and
high-salt concentration, but it is the outcome between these two
populations what will determine if there is attraction or repul-
sion (Figure 3C). Again, the requirement of SANO for high-salt
detection in adults was not analyzed. Complementary studies are
needed to clearly define whether larvae and adult salt-detection
systems are conserved or not.
Perspectives
Our current knowledge of chemosensory perception in D.
melanogaster is growing very fast with the identification and
ongoing characterization of the different receptor families. How-
ever, there is still a lot to do to clearly understand how chemicals
are detected, and how this information is processed at the periph-
ery and in the brain to lead to a specific behavioral response. For
example, most studies focus on identifying potential ligands for
a specific chemoreceptor by using single odor stimulation, a case
far removed from the complexity of the natural environmental
conditions to which flies are normally exposed. In the natural
environment odors are generally present in complex mixtures
and it is from these blends that flies need to extract the most rel-
evant signals to behave accordingly. Some putative mechanisms
for how the olfactory system decodes relatively complex odorant
mixtures have been proposed (Silbering and Galizia, 2007) but
this still remains a very important open question.
The complexity of sensing and decoding chemical mixtures is
also true for taste perception. It has been shown in a recent study
(Chen and Amrein, 2014) that the presence of carboxylic acids in
amixture canmodulate bitter and sweet perception. Several ques-
tions arise from this observation, could the activation of a specific
neuron sensitive to acids potentiate the activity of the neighbor-
ing sugar sensing neurons in the peripheral nervous system? Is
this possible mechanism shared by all chemosensory neurons?
Or could it be specific to some neurons and sensory modali-
ties? Moreover, could acids also inhibit bitter sensing neurons as
suggested by this recent work (Chen and Amrein, 2014)?
Concerning the integration of the chemosensory stimuli
in the brain the picture is still incomplete. Even though the
olfactory system is better described than the gustatory sys-
tem their neuronal networks are still under characterization.
What are the exact connections between the different cen-
ters in the brain? Moreover, the precise and complete net-
work from the detection of a chemical at the periphery to
the muscle cells that lead to a behavioral output is still par-
tially described. Some recent studies on cVA detection have
started to decipher this network (Kohl et al., 2013), and have
shown that this cVA circuit seems to be interconnected with
other sensory modalities such as hearing (Zhou et al., 2014)
which highlights the importance of the connectivity between
modalities.
D. melanogaster is a powerful genetic model and we owe
it most of our current knowledge on the molecular basis
of chemoreception in insects. Nonetheless, it would be inter-
esting to compare how chemical perception is processed in
other Drosophila species that have a highly specialized living
substrate and to analyze differences and similarities between
them. Through these comparative studies we could follow evo-
lutionary traces and study if specific sensory systems have
been selected to ensure species survival. The comparison with
the chemosensory systems of more distant insects such as
mosquitos and bees would also be of great value for the man-
agement of species that impact deeply on human health and
agriculture.
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